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Abstract
Technology has changed how discrimination manifests itself in financial services. Replacing human discretion with algorithms in decision-making roles reduces taste-based discrimination, and new modeling techniques have expanded access to financial services to households who were previously excluded from these markets. However, algorithms can exhibit bias from human involvement in the development process, and their opacity and complexity can facilitate statistical discrimination inconsistent with antidiscrimination laws in several aspects of financial services provision, including advertising, pricing, and credit-risk assessment. In this chapter, we provide a new amalgamation and analysis of these developments, identifying five gateways whereby technology induces discrimination to creep into financial services. We also consider how these technological changes in finance intersect with existing discrimination and data privacy laws, leading to our contribution of four frontlines of regulation. Our analysis concludes that the net effect of innovation in technological finance on discrimination is ambiguous and depends on the future choices made by policymakers, the courts, and firms.
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1
I. Introduction

Technology has the potential to be a tremendous anti-discriminatory force in household finance. Technology can displace human discretion in decision-making—a traditional source of bias and discrimination—with more objective decisions based on data and algorithms. Technology can bring access to financial services to households who were previously excluded from these markets because of financial or geographic isolation; this exclusion itself can stem from discrimination. Technology can reduce the costs associated with extending credit and make it profitable to extend credit to households out of the mainstream majority community. Technology can increase access to information about the availability and pricing of financial products and services and thereby level the information playing field.

However, a positive outcome for the role of technology in mitigating discrimination is not pre-ordained. Technology inherently has no animus, but is not immune from being discriminatory. Some households have more access to and more facility with technology than others, such that even innovations may reinforce patterns of exclusion. Technology can allow firms to target advertising and product offers very precisely to consumers, raising the possibility that households have different information sets and even face different prices, sometimes in breach of fair lending, equality, public accommodation, and civil rights laws. Decision-making by financial services providers via algorithms incorporates thousands of variables and presents courts, policy makers, and regulators with complex questions about how to think about and detect discrimination. And although algorithms have no inherent bias, they can incorporate the biases embedded in the broader culture through the datasets used in their development and through the biases of their development teams.

This chapter brings together these benefits and friction points of how technology in finance can affect discrimination. The evidence indicates that technology is a powerful force for reducing discrimination stemming from human discretion (“taste-based” discrimination in economics parlance). But the net effect of technology as an abater of discrimination, especially looking into the future, is not obvious, and depends heavily on resolutions to legal and regulatory uncertainties surrounding the use of algorithms in what economists call “statistical” discrimination. If whether technology is net positive or negative for discrimination is the thread woven through our chapter,
the overall tapestry of our contribution lies in identifying the technological implementations that can lead to discrimination, particularly focusing on the interactions between financial service providers and households in human discretion, algorithmic decision-making, and innovation and inclusion. We identify five such gateways for discrimination: (i) human involvement in designing and coding algorithms, (ii) biases embedded in training datasets, (iii) practices of scoring customers for creditworthiness based on variables that proxy for membership in a protected class, especially through digital footprint and mobile data, (iv) practices of statistical discrimination for profiling shopping behavior, and (v) practices of technology-facilitated advertising, including ad targeting and ad delivery.

Within these implementations of technology, we further identify four regulatory “frontlines.” We use the term frontline to connote two sentiments—a situation of uncertainty (in particular, as to whether the regulatory status quo will remain) and a setting of potential conflict (as legal protections of individuals confront forces of business use of technology). How these legal and regulatory frontlines are resolved will affect whether technology is on net positive or negative in the long run for discrimination.

Our regulation frontlines concern regulatory uncertainty concerning: (i) whether a variable is “correlated enough” with a protected class to be discriminatory itself, (ii) the use of input-based enforcement of large dataset algorithms versus output-based compliance, (iii) the extent to which privacy laws restrict algorithmic provision of financial services, and (iv) the applicability of public accommodation laws (also called equality laws) to disparities in access to online and mobile provision of financial services. These points of uncertainty affect not just legal tensions of how regulators and courts will act, but also the ability of financial service providers to innovate and the incidence of the benefits of innovation to consumers.

Our chapter builds heavily on the works of other scholars that examine various settings or specific aspects of discrimination. We highlight these works as we proceed. Our contribution is in the amalgamation and analysis of ideas toward understanding the gateways of discrimination entering technological finance, the frontlines of regulation, and the weights for and against technology as
an abater of discrimination in financial services. In the process, we gain the insight of just how drastically technology has changed the way discrimination manifests itself in financial services.

II. Views of Discrimination: Lawyers and Economists

The United States has comprehensive federal laws prohibiting discrimination in lending, and a patchwork of state and federal laws that cover, less comprehensively, other financial services. Evans (2017) provides a review of these laws with an emphasis on their implications for fintech firms. In the United Kingdom (UK) and Canada, discrimination in financial services is prohibited under broader anti-discrimination laws. The European Union (EU) recognizes non-discrimination as a fundamental right, but relegates specific legislation to member states, who in turn vary in their attention to discrimination legislation and enforcement. In practice, financial service providers have had more freedom in continental Europe to use protected characteristics for profiling, but this is changing, as the EU and UK take a leadership role in regulating the use of technology in finance.

Discrimination laws cover a varying set of protected classes. Individuals are usually safeguarded against discrimination based on race, ethnicity, religion, marital or family status, and disability, and sometimes on additional characteristics such as age, gender, national origin, sexual orientation, gender reassignment, political views, genetic or biometric information, veteran status, and use of social safety nets.

Discrimination laws in principle cover all the steps and practices involved in offering a financial service. However, the enforcement by which this principle is carried out varies from country to country on at least two dimensions. First, countries may differ in the intensity of the focus on the steps. The U.S. antidiscrimination laws and their implementing regulations generally have greater specificity as to the steps and practices covered; in fair lending, for instance, a lender in the U.S. cannot discriminate in advertising, credit risk assessment, and pricing of a loan. The UK’s broad-based laws have some individual requirements and carve-outs but in general have less specificity.

---

2 The main fair lending laws in the United States are the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and the Fair Housing Act.
3 The Equality Act 2010 prohibits discrimination in the provision of services in the UK. See Hale (2018) for a discussion of equality under the law in the UK. The Canadian Human Rights Act prohibits discrimination at the federal level in Canada. Discrimination may also be regulated at the provincial level for financial service providers that operate in only one Canadian province or territory.
than the U.S. Second, countries may differ in the specificity of sectors to which antidiscrimination laws apply. Again, the U.S. code is more specifically written, delineating housing, credit, and employment as sectors with particularly detailed regulations. An advantage to specificity in preventing and enforcing is the attention to the particulars for the steps and sectors listed in the laws. An advantage to generality is in flexibility to expand to considering new steps and sectors as the provision of financial services expands and changes with technology. Of course, the question in the more general case—a question being played out across the different country jurisdictions in the EU—is whether a country will delve into discrimination compliance within the steps of provision if the law does not explicitly say so.

Finally, all discrimination laws speak to direct discrimination—treating individuals differently on the basis of protected characteristics such as race, ethnicity, or gender. This is called disparate treatment in the U.S. U.S. regulators distinguish between “overt evidence” of disparate treatment, when a lender openly discriminates on a prohibited basis, and “comparative evidence” of disparate treatment, when a lender treats an applicant differently based on a prohibited basis. Comparative evidence can encompass treating individuals differently on the basis of variables that are highly correlated with a prohibited basis. In the U.S., variables such as grey hair (for age in employment decisions) or targeted zones of zip codes (for minority neighborhoods in credit decisions) fall under this category and are generally considered direct discrimination, since these variables are masked versions of the original prohibited basis. Some discrimination laws also encompass indirect discrimination, which is when a policy or practice that on its face seems neutral disadvantages a protected group indirectly through other variables. The Australian Human Rights Commission provides the example of a public building being only accessible by stairs as representing indirect discrimination against people with disabilities. This example is indirect because the lack of accessibility of a building is presumably not done to preclude people with disabilities but rather to save on costs. In the U.S., the term disparate impact maps roughly to indirect discrimination.

---

4 This may be changing, as a new regulation took effect in June 2019 that forbids any advertising that includes gender stereotypes that are likely to cause harm (Safronova, 2019).
6 Rothstein (2017) discusses the historical roots of redlining. Pop (2013) describes a similar debate that unfolded in Germany.
In contrast to legal views of discrimination, economists view discrimination through the lens of whether it is “taste-based” or “statistical.” Under taste-based discrimination (Becker, 1957), decision-makers get utility from engaging in prejudice, and are willing to sacrifice other priorities—such as hiring the most productive workers possible—in order to satisfy their biases. The much-cited culmination of Becker’s theory is that taste-based discrimination cannot persist because other employers, who do not have a taste for prejudice, will hire workers based solely on their productivity. These non-discriminating firms will be more profitable than their prejudiced competitors, and the prejudiced firms will go out of business. As we discuss in section III, this culmination may not play out in practice.

Under statistical discrimination (Arrow, 1973; Phelps, 1972), discrimination results from the practice of using variables as statistical discriminants to uncover unobserved variables. There are two crucial differences between statistical and taste-based discrimination for our purposes.

First, statistical discrimination does not require employers or other decision-makers to have animus or negative taste toward a protected category (non-whites in the Beckerian formulation). Rather, decision-makers engage in statistical discrimination because they are missing information on a characteristic that is key to their decision, such as credit risk in the case of lending. In the formative theory models, a lender that lacks such information may try to recover proxies for credit risk by using the average credit risk of a group, where the group is defined by gender, race, ethnicity, or other characteristic. In practice, applying the averages by protected groups is illegal, but lenders may use other variables that correlate with a protected category to recover credit risk, and thereby implement statistical discrimination in a more general way than the original theories.

Second, statistical discrimination, unlike taste-based discrimination, is profit-maximizing for the financial service providers. This finding implies that the target for using statistical determinants from the firm (and economist) perspective is profits, not uncovering the unobserved component of credit risk. We discuss in section IVa how this economists’ concept of statistical discrimination sometimes misaligns with the legal view. As a preview here, we note that the possibility that
financial service providers could be illegally discriminating while profit maximizing is an uncomfortable juxtaposition of the economist’s view of discrimination with the law.

III. Human Decisions and Discretion

III.a. Discriminatory Discretion Ameliorated by Technology

Historically, lenders exhibit patterns in providing financial services that appear consistent with taste-based discrimination against certain types of individuals, even when acting on these biases has resulted in lower profits (Charles and Hurst, 2002; Bayer, Ferreira, and Ross, 2017; Alesina, Lotti, and Mistrulli, 2013; Deku, Kara, and Molyneux 2016; Dobbie, Liberman, Paravisini, and Pathania, 2018; and Bartlett, Morse, Stanton, and Wallace, 2019). In Becker’s theory, taste-based discrimination is competed away by market forces. However, if the market is not fully competitive, or if the foregone profits associated with employees who discriminate are fairly small, taste-based discrimination can persist. This type of discrimination is particularly likely to emerge in settings where decision-makers have discretion.

Technology has the potential to limit discretionary discrimination by providing information about financial services more broadly and at lower cost and by limiting the face-to-face interactions that appear to facilitate discrimination. Scott Morton, Zettelmeyer, and Silva-Russo (2003), for example, found that Black and Latinx car purchasers paid more than white purchasers when the sales negotiation took place in person but not when it occurred on the Internet.

When humans are removed fully from negotiations, the decision-making becomes algorithmic, which has been found to reduce costly discriminatory discretion in many settings. For instance, Kleinberg, Lakkaraju, Leskovec, Ludwig, and Mullainathan (2018) show that a machine learning algorithm outperforms human judges in predicting which defendants will skip their next court appearance or commit crimes while out on bail, and does so without increasing racial disparities in the probability of being released on bail. In the realm of lending, Dobbie, Liberman, Paravisini, and Pathania (2018) show that a high-cost lender in the UK would increase profits and reduce bias if it used a machine-learning based algorithm to make lending decisions instead of relying on the judgment of lending examiners. Bartlett et al. (2019) find that the discrepancy between the rates
charged to white and Black/Latinx borrowers is lower for algorithmic lenders than conventional lenders, and that algorithmic lenders show no disparities in mortgage rejection rates.

**III.b. Discriminatory Discretion Enabled by Technology**

Yet technology does not always remove discretion, because humans remain involved in technology processes—either through the role of peer input in platforms or through coding. The new modes of human involvement in technology-provided financial services shift some of the fault lines of discrimination from banking and loan officer discretion to coding and the crowd.

Peer-to-peer platforms provide a setting where humans remain involved in a technology-induced market. Just as in brick-and-mortar lending, when online platforms are information portals for human decision-making (by the peer investors) and include pictures and names, discretion biases decisions toward taste preferences and in-group biases. For instance, Edelman, Luca, and Sverisky (2017) find that AirBnB applicants with distinctively African-American names are less likely to be approved. In the lending context, Ravina (2019) studies the platform prosper.com’s use of the photos of borrower. She finds that attractive borrowers are more likely to get a loan and more likely to default. Online platforms have little incentive to rein in this behavior because providing pictures and names appears to give consumers more trust in participating in transactions with strangers (Edelman and Luca, 2014, Doleac and Stein, 2013) and because the Communications Decency Act may shield the providers from liability (Edelman and Stemler, 2018).

Coding and data inputs are another avenue through which human discretion can lead to discrimination in technological finance. Algorithms are ultimately designed by humans, even if the mechanics are handled by artificial intelligence. How programmers set up the optimization problem, classify the data, and choose the training data sets can influence the output of the algorithm (Barocas and Selbst, 2016). In 2017, for example, Amazon scrapped an artificial intelligence tool for reviewing resumes because it systematically discriminated against women. The tool was trained on the resumes of past job applicants, most of which were men, and so it learned to penalize words such as “women’s” (Dastin, 2018). As is seen in this example, training data sets can facilitate discrimination either because they embed the existing prejudices in society or because they are not representative of the broader population. The stark under-representation of
Blacks, Latinx, and women among programmers means that algorithms are unlikely to be designed by diverse teams that might spot some of these issues (Lee, 2018).

*Discrimination Gateway #1: Human involvement in designing and coding algorithms can lead to discrimination.*

Caliskan, Bryson, and Narayanan (2017) provide a systematic study of the prejudice that can result from biased data. They find that word-association algorithms trained on the text from the Internet were more likely to associate European-American names with pleasant attributes such as “health” and “honest” and African-American names with unpleasant attributes such as “poverty” and “failure.” The algorithms were also more likely to associate male names with words about careers and female names with words about families, and to associate certain types of occupations with gender. They note, for example, that at the time of their paper, Google translated “O bir doktor. O bir hemşire.” as “He is a doctor. She is a nurse.” despite the fact that Turkish pronoun *O* has no gender.

Other algorithms may perform poorly because they are trained on non-representative data. Buolomwini and Gehr (2018) show that facial recognition software, which is developed using machine learning techniques, is less accurate in classifying the gender of females and of dark-skinned individuals. The three classifiers that they examined had error rates of less than 1 percent for light-skinned male faces and from 20 percent to 34 percent for dark-skinned female faces. The authors note that darker-skinned faces appear to be less represented in some datasets that are used to train the software. They also cite the finding of Roth (2009) that default camera settings are set to expose lighter-skinned faces. Similarly, Blodgett and O’Connor (2017) show that language-identification software is less accurate in identifying as English shorter-length Tweets written in the dialect of American English referred to in their paper as African-American English.

*Discrimination Gateway #2: Biases can be embedded in training datasets.*

**IV. Algorithmic Decisions**

By reducing the role of human discretion, algorithmic decision-making has the potential to decrease discrimination in financial services. But algorithmic decision-making may also amplify discrimination because the opacity and complexity of the algorithms may mask the fact that the
use of variables can cause disparities in outcomes against protected groups that is illegal under some antidiscrimination laws. In this section, we focus on three interactions between households and financial service providers—credit risk assessment, pricing of financial services, and advertising—where the introduction of new algorithmic modeling techniques may cause disparities not justified in antidiscrimination laws.

**IV.a. Statistical Discrimination**

In this section, we bridge the economists’ concept of statistical discrimination with the legal framework. Statistical discrimination, in the eyes of economists, is a solution to a signal extraction problem, where the signal provides data on a fundamental skill or attribute that is otherwise unobservable. In the eyes of the law, businesses are allowed to use proxies for these unobserved factors if it can be justified as a legitimate business necessity and if the use of these proxy variables does not have a disproportionate effect on individuals in a protected category.

Statistical discrimination can help firms model unobserved variables that are key to their decision-making. For example, in the context of credit risk scoring, recent evidence in Pope and Sydnor (2011b) and Ravina (2019) demonstrates that unobserved fundamental credit risk is correlated with race even controlling for modern-day, sophisticated observable measures of credit risk. This finding suggests that if proxy variables correlated with hidden credit-risk fundamentals were available, statistical discrimination might enable lenders to do a better job in modelling credit risk.

Yet depending on the legal setting, profiling individuals, even without taste-based intent to discriminate, with proxy variables that results in disparate outcomes by protected categories is illegal under two conditions and may be ruled in breach (depending on jurisdiction) in another three situations. We refer to these as the *illegal practices* and *frontiers* in the discussion below.

**Practices Aimed at Statistical Discrimination that are Illegal**

First, the use of a protected category (in most jurisdictions) or a variable highly correlated with the protected category (in many jurisdictions) as a statistical determinant is illegal, even if the variable

---

8 We use the term statistical discrimination for these activities or outcomes, but some prefer to use this term only for legal use of variables to profile individuals according to the law.
is also correlated with the unobservable target of the statistical discrimination application. (The term “target” refers to the business necessity motive—creditworthiness in finance, flight risk in bail setting, or productivity in labor decisions.) This rule is clear enough on the use of the protected category variable, but the threshold of what is “highly correlated” is ambiguous and defined in a context-specific application by courts or regulators. For example, in February 2019, the New York City Commission on Human Rights issued a prohibition on businesses using hairstyles to sort individuals for decisions, because of a high correlation with race (Stowe, 2019). Furthermore, the concept of what is highly correlated becomes increasingly complex as the number of variables used in an algorithm expands with technology. Because of this ongoing tension, we present this concern as our first regulatory uncertainty frontline:

Regulatory Frontline #1: Uncertainty exists in the extent to which courts, regulators, and policy makers will expand the list of highly correlated variables for exclusion in statistical discrimination in an era where it is easier both for financial service providers to amass such variables and for compliance officers and plaintiffs to calculate statistically significant correlations.

Second, practices aimed at statistical discrimination are not legal in the U.S. if the target motivating the statistical discrimination is not defined as a court-justified motive. For lending, U.S. courts have been explicit in ruling that the target is credit risk assessment and that profit motives beyond credit risk are not legal reasons for statistical discrimination. In particular, Bartlett et al. (2019) highlight three cases stating this precedent:


These directives by the court matter because lenders might rationally price loans strategically to maximize profits, not just to profile individuals on credit risk. Using profits as the target may not
be legitimate under the law if lenders take higher profit margins above costs from a protected category group. We return to this point when talking about pricing of financial services.

In this U.S. setting that focuses on the business necessity motive for statistical discrimination, the determination by courts, regulators and compliance officers that certain practices are illegal is based on determining whether a specific input, such as a variable, dataset, or process, has led to a disparity in outcomes against a protected group. Recently, however, researchers have begun to advocate for approaches other than this traditional approach of simply analyzing an algorithm’s decision process through consideration of its inputs. Pope and Sydnor (2011a) offer an approach that is based on constructing corrections to disparities created against protected groups by input variables, as opposed to actions to exclude such inputs.9 Cowgill and Tucker (2019) go further, arguing that “regulations focusing on outcomes exhibit more flexibility, fewer loopholes, greater efficiency and stronger incentives for innovation.” Yet Bartlett, Morse, Stanton, and Wallace (2020) contend that U.S. law demands an approach that first considers the justifiability of business necessity criteria in the input use, which means an output-assessment defense to a discrimination claim will not hold up in court. In a similar vein, Kleinberg, Ludwig, Mullainathan, and Sunstein (2018) argue that antidiscrimination prevention and enforcement should focus on the training procedure10 with an emphasis on the transparency of all code and datasets used to determine how inputs are used in algorithmic screening.11

Regulatory Frontline #2: Algorithmic decision makers are increasingly advocating for the use of output-testing or correction approaches in compliance and court defenses, creating a fault line tension as to whether input-based compliance, which the law demands, can be challenged.

Frontiers of the Legality of Statistical Discrimination

In Europe, the landmark European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which took effect in May 2018, creates challenges to the use of direct and indirect variables in profiling individuals for financial services. The GDPR applies to any company that processes the personal data of EU

---

9 See Altenburger and Ho (2018) for implementation frictions with this method.
10 A training procedure in credit screening uses a dataset of inputs, lending decisions, and loan success outcomes (repayment and profits) to determine the algorithm’s parameters for screening new applicants.
11 Further interesting reading on the application of statistical discrimination is in Bohren, Haggag, Imas, and Pope (2019), who provide a context for how behaviors relegate statistical discrimination practices into accurate and inaccurate sortings.
residents, regardless of where that processing takes place. The law forbids processing “special category” data (race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, religion, genetics and biometrics, etc.) unless the individual has given consent or such data collection is in the public interest. This provision makes direct use of these special-category variables illegal in all countries in the EU without consent. (An interesting question is whether the probability of consenting to such data collection itself varies systematically across groups.) The law also limits the ability of firms to use only an algorithm to make decisions that affect humans significantly, such as job offers or extensions of credit, without explicit consent. Firms must disclose to consumers the types of data and the logic used by the algorithm. Further, if a consumer is denied credit or other benefits on the basis of an algorithmic decision, firms must provide consumers the option to appeal the decision to a human decision-maker. It is yet to be seen whether individuals’ power over consent has leverage in preventing discrimination. Goodman and Flaxman (2019) discuss the frictions of the implementation of the GDPR for algorithmic decision-making and machine learning, and comment on how discrimination cannot be eliminated by excluding protected categories data because firms can still engage in statistical discrimination via variables that are correlated with protected classes.

*Regulatory Frontline #3: Considerable uncertainty surrounds the eventual scope and implementation of the GDPR, especially as it is interpreted to encompass statistical discrimination on variables correlated with special-category data.*

The second frontier challenge is being played out in the U.S., where technology has brought out new interest in the language about “unfair or deceptive acts or practices” regarding data from the Federal Trade Commission Act and the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. A number of compliance risks associated with these laws in the context of data inputs and algorithmic decision-making are found in Evans (2017) and Federal Trade Commission (2016), including discussions of recent actions against companies for failing to disclose that borrowers’ credit limits could be reduced based on a behavioral scoring model, for misrepresenting how data collected on-line was used, and for selling data to customers that a company had reason to know would use the data for fraudulent purposes.

The third frontier challenge is playing out concerning what are called public accommodation laws (in the United States) or equality laws (in Europe, the United Kingdom, and Canada). These
statutes govern the equal rights of individuals to access business establishments and services. In the United States, these laws are primarily at the state level and vary in the types of individuals that are protected and in how comprehensive the laws are.\textsuperscript{12} For example, the Unruh Act in California states that

\begin{quote}
All persons within the jurisdiction of this state are free and equal, and no matter what their sex, race, color, religion, ancestry, national origin, disability, medical condition, genetic information, marital status, sexual orientation, citizenship, primary language, or immigration status are entitled to the full and equal accommodations, advantages, facilities, privileges, or services in all business establishments of every kind whatsoever.
California Civil Code § 51(b).
\end{quote}

The use of these state laws to police discrimination in online platforms is new and is rapidly evolving. Initially, legal actions against online service providers under the Unruh Act focused primarily on whether websites were accessible to people with disabilities.\textsuperscript{13} In 2019, the California Supreme Court established that the Unruh Act governs discrimination against people who intend to transact with websites, regardless of whether they actually do so.\textsuperscript{14} The most recent focus is discrimination in advertising. In July 2019, Governor Cuomo asked the New York Department of Financial Services to look into Facebook’s policy of allowing advertisers to target ads by protected classes, and in November 2019, a lawsuit filed in California alleged that this same Facebook policy violates the Unruh Act (\textit{Opiotennione v. Facebook Inc.}, hereafter \textit{Opiotennione}).\textsuperscript{15} These developments mark a possible expansion of the scope of public accommodation laws to discrimination by algorithms. It also marks an expansion of the venues available for redress in the U.S. for discrimination in financial services other than lending. As noted earlier, federal discrimination regulations are more comprehensive for lending than for other financial services.

\begin{quote}
\textit{Regulatory Frontline #4: It is yet to be seen as to whether jurisdictions will rule that public accommodation and equality laws apply to the policing of algorithmic information provision and access to mobile and online financial services.}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{12} According to the National Conference of State Legislatures: “Five states… do not have a public accommodation law for nondisabled individuals. All states with a public accommodation law prohibit discrimination on the grounds of race, gender, ancestry and religion. In addition, 18 jurisdictions prohibit discrimination based on marital status, 25 prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation and 21 prohibit discrimination based on gender identity. Nineteen jurisdictions also prohibit age-based discrimination in areas of public accommodation.” https://www.ncsl.org/research/civil-and-criminal-justice/state-public-accommodation-laws.aspx

\textsuperscript{13} Thurston v. Midvale Corp., 39 Cal. App 5th 634 – Cal: Court of Appeal, 2\textsuperscript{nd} Appellate Dist., 8\textsuperscript{th} Div. 2019.

\textsuperscript{14} White v. Square, 7 Cal. 5th 1019, 1025 (2019).

\textsuperscript{15} Complaint, Opiotennione v. Facebook Inc., No. 3:19-cv-07185 (N.D. Cal. filed Oct. 31, 2019).
IV.b. Credit Risk

Lenders may have a profit-maximizing motive to discriminate in loan underwriting inasmuch as membership in a protected class could be correlated with a credit risk factor that is difficult for the lender to observe, even after conditioning on observable measures of credit risk. Such unobserved risk factors are likely themselves inextricably tied with past or present discrimination. For example, because of long-standing discrimination in the labor market or in the education system, family resources (an often hidden fundamental in credit risk) might be lower for some groups than others. We emphasize that the possible existence of such a profit-maximizing motive does not mean that such profiling is legal.

The advent of technology has changed this dynamic in two ways. First, data advances have made it easier to measure underlying creditworthiness and thus reduced lenders’ need to rely on flawed proxies. For example, lenders now extract information from transaction-account data to create measures of expected cash flow.16

Second, technology has amplified the practice of using correlated variables as proxies for missing fundamentals on credit risk, sometimes resulting in statistical discrimination against protected classes of households. What distinguishes credit risk assessment today from a long history of lenders using proxies is the sheer number of variables involved and the complexity and opacity of the algorithms. The use of new variables is not necessarily problematic. Upstart Network, for example, asserted in a submission with the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau that its use of education and employment history as underwriting variables expanded access to credit without displaying any disparities that required further fair lending analysis (Ficklin and Watkins, 2019).

This is not always the case, but the evidence is yet thin. What we do know comes from implementations in countries with fewer restrictions on the use of proxy variables as it relates to discrimination. For example, Berg, Burg, Gombovic, and Puri (2019) showed that “digital footprints” such as the type of device (tablet, computer, phone), operating system (Windows, iOS, 16 One evaluation of these cash-flow measures found that their use in underwriting appears to expand access to credit without creating a disparate impact on protected groups (FinRegLab, 2019).
Android), and email provider predicted default rates among the customers of a German lender. It is possible that credit risk assessment based on digital footprints would fail discrimination suits, as the case could be made that such variables disproportionately affect a protected group beyond any effect that operates through creditworthiness. Likewise, Bjorkegren and Grissen (2019) generated measures of creditworthiness from mobile phone usage data in a South American country and showed that these measures predicted default. Again, mobile phone usage might be additionally correlated with a protected category, even beyond its correlation with credit risk fundamentals.

**Discrimination Gateway #3**: Practices of scoring customers for creditworthiness based on variables (including the now-pervasive digital footprint and mobile data) that correlate with membership in a protected class are at risk to lead to discrimination.

**IV.c. Pricing**

Pricing is fertile ground for discrimination. There is wide variation in the amount that individuals pay for financial services, even for the same loan originated in the same market on the same day (Bhutta, Fuster, and Hizmo, 2019; Alexandrov and Koulayev, 2018). Within that variation, women and Black/Latinx men appear to pay higher rates on loans than white men (Woodward and Hall, 2012 (and references therein in online appendix A), Bartlett et al., 2019). Class-action suits and enforcement actions brought against mortgage lenders in the aftermath of the financial crisis provided considerable evidence of discretionary pricing policies that discriminated against Black and Latinx borrowers (Ayres, Klein, and West, 2017).

This pricing dispersion persists, in part, because many individuals do little comparison-shopping for financial services products and because some markets are more competitive than others. Alexandrov and Koulayev (2018) noted that about half of mortgage borrowers do not shop before taking out a mortgage. Bhutta, Fuster, and Hizmo (2019) find that paying a lower mortgage rate is associated with whether the borrower considered multiple lenders or consulted mortgage websites. In their paper, this shopping behavior partly explained why borrowers with lower incomes, wealth, and credit scores paid higher mortgage rates. Although these particular
characteristics are not protected classes, Woodward and Hall (2012) show that limited shopping is one of the reasons why Black and Latinx borrowers pay higher mortgage broker charges.\(^\text{17}\)

Bartlett et al. (2019) provide supporting evidence that even in a setting in which lenders bear no credit risk, Black and Latinx borrowers pay higher prices for mortgages issued by both traditional and FinTech lenders. Their contribution does not provide direct evidence tying rates to shopping behavior as in Woodward and Hall (2012). However, because Bartlett et al. can rule out omitted credit risk variables that could confound the interpretation of other studies, the disparate pricing result must come from either profiling for shopping or the competition environment, and thus is a complement to Woodward and Hall (2012).

Indeed, algorithms can infer the propensity of an individual to shop around, as well as other individual-specific factors that affect a consumer’s willingness to pay for a product. Thus technology allows firms to make these inferences with far greater precision than was available previously and to use that information in a pricing strategy. Donnelly, Ruiz, Blei, and Athey (2019) (also see Fuster, Goldsmith-Pinkham, Ramadorai, and Walther, 2018) present a machine-learning model, for example, that identifies which consumers are most price sensitive in their demand for a given product and allows for personally targeted price discounts. While this behavior is profit-maximizing for the firm, U.S. courts have ruled that profit motives beyond credit risk are not legal reasons for statistical discrimination in pricing, as discussed in section IV.a. and in Bartlett et al. (2020).

We also note that the economist concept of “profit-maximizing for the firm” can be observationally equivalent to the consumer advocate’s concept of “profiteering from vulnerable groups.” The connection between pricing and shopping behavior is complicated, for example, because shopping behavior also reflects differences in search costs across groups. Ayers (1991) describes some reasons why women and nonwhite men might face higher search costs in the auto retail market. Shopping is also linked to advertising, and as we discuss in the next section, there is some evidence

\(^{17}\) Tabulations from the 2016 National Survey of Mortgage Originations, however, suggest that Hispanics and nonwhites are a bit more likely than non-Hispanic whites to consider more than one lender (Avery, Bilinski, Clement, Critchfield, Frumkin, Keith, Mohamed, Pafenberg, Patrabansh, and Schultz, 2018, Table 10).
that Black and Latinx individuals are less likely to be shown ads that provide them with useful information. While firms may not have much control over shopping behavior per se, they do have control over the information that consumers receive and the way choices are framed. We turn next to a discussion of how technology has changed that dynamic.

**Discrimination Gateway #4:** Practices of statistical discrimination that profile shopping behavior can lead to discrimination, even if the firm’s statistical discrimination is motivated purely by the economics of profit maximization.

**IV.d. Advertising and Information**

Companies always have had an incentive to tailor their advertising content, targeting, and delivery to different markets. In this section we discuss how technology is changing this playing field and how these changes interact with the existing laws on discrimination. Evans and Miller (2019) provide a fuller treatment of the fair lending implications of these issues.

Evidence from mortgage advertising underscores the existing differences in information delivered to target audiences, even before technology. Perry and Motley (2009) show that prime borrowers were more likely to be shown advertisements with detailed information that helped them make better financial decisions, whereas subprime borrowers were more likely to be shown information that played on their fears. Some of the ads in Perry and Motley (2009) were explicitly aimed at minority borrowers. This Perry and Motley finding is consistent with a lawsuit filed by the Attorney General of Illinois that alleged that Countrywide Financial Corporation aggressively marketed subprime mortgages to Black and Latinx borrowers.

---

18 Perry and Motley (2009) documented the differences between prime and subprime mortgage advertisements in a sample of ads placed on television, radio, and print from 2005 to 2007. They found that 50 percent of ads targeted to prime borrowers contained specific loan details, compared with 21 percent of ads targeted to subprime borrowers. Mortgage ads that positioned the lender as a solution for borrowers “drowning in debt” were placed almost exclusively in publications targeting Black and Latinx households. These ads contained very little information on the actual loan terms and thereby increased the borrower’s dependence on the mortgage lender.

19 Complaint, People of the State of Ill. v. Countrywide Fin. Corp., No. 10-ch-27929 (Cir. Ct. of Cook Cty., Ill. filed June 29, 2010). Another example of the discrepancy between prime and subprime advertising campaigns can be seen by contrasting the findings of Grundl and Kim (2018) and Gurun, Matvos, and Seru (2016). The first paper showed that the direct-mail mortgage refinance advertisements to prime borrowers appeared to improve their welfare by prodding them to refinance when it was in their interest. The second paper looked at subprime mortgage lenders and found that the lenders that advertised more heavily in print media and direct mail also tended to provide less favorable terms to borrowers. This pattern was concentrated in zip codes with more minority, low-educated, or low-income residents.
Although it is unclear whether technology affects firms’ incentives to provide helpful or deceptive information, particularly in ways that differ by protected class, technology clearly amplifies the ability of firms to target their advertising. As Athey and Luca (2019) note, “Older media, such as print and television, do not allow for showing different advertisements or tracking behavior at the individual consumer level” (p. 219). In contrast, in Internet and mobile advertising, advertisers create an advertisement and specify their target audience. Often multiple advertisers are looking for the same audiences, and an algorithmic auction ensues based on the relevance of the ad and the advertisers’ relative willingness-to-pay.20 All of these mechanisms result in systematic differences in the ads that different demographic groups see.

In online marketing, “ad targeting” is the term that applies to when advertisers choose to have their ads shown only to certain groups. For ads that concern housing, employment, or credit, ad targeting to a protected class is illegal under the same federal laws that govern discrimination in other aspects of these markets.21 Tech companies are increasingly being held accountable for facilitating such targeting.22 Open questions are threefold. First, is this targeting legal for advertisements for financial services other than credit? The current test case, mentioned in section IV.a., concerns whether the court will decide that public accommodations law prohibit discrimination in advertising for financial services other than credit and has been brought under California’s Unruh Act. Opiotennione alleges that Facebook denied older and female users “the opportunity to learn about and obtain financial services…over the past three years (or longer) due to Facebook’s discriminatory advertising and business practices and its aiding and abetting of financial services companies’ discriminatory advertising and business practices.” The second open question concerns how ad targeting will interact with the European GDPR rules on consent; the third

---

21 The relevant laws are the Fair Housing Act, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA), Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act. A creditor is allowed to engage in affirmative advertising to solicit or encourage traditionally disadvantaged groups to apply for credit (staff commentary to Regulation B, which implements ECOA).
22 In March 2019, Facebook settled five lawsuits that alleged that its advertising platform allowed companies to illegally target ads (Murphy, 2019), and in July 2019 the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission found that several employers violated federal law when they targeted their job ads on Facebook only to younger or male individuals.
concerns how fair lending laws will consider ad targeting on variables that are highly correlated with protected classes but not the protected classes themselves.

“Ad delivery” is the term that explains the mechanical auction process by which algorithms allocate advertising space. The fact that “female eyeballs are more expensive” (women both control a greater share of household expenditures and have higher viewing-to-purchase rates (Cowgill and Tucker, 2019; Lambrecht and Tucker, 2019)) implies that ads from other retailers, such as employment opportunities in STEM fields in the Lambrecht and Tucker paper and presumably financial services as well, will be crowded out (Lambrecht and Tucker, 2019).23 Ali, Sapiezynski, Bogen, Korolova, Mislove, and Rieke (2019) conducted experiments that deocumented that Facebook was more likely to direct ads that included stereotypical male and female pictures to male and female audiences, respectively, even though the authors did not target their ads based on gender.24 As Lambrecht and Tucker note, one way to counteract these distortionary effects of ad delivery is to target ads deliberately to different groups. This remedy, however, has the potential itself to be judged illegal discrimination for certain types of ads.

*Discrimination Gateway #5: Practices of technology-facilitated advertising, including ad targeting and ad delivery, can lead to discrimination.*

V. **Innovation and Inclusion**

The prior sections considered the role of technology in mitigating or facilitating discrimination resulting from human and algorithmic decisions. In this final, brief section, we step back from decisions and consider a final point that innovation itself is not immune from discrimination frontiers.

Worldwide, disparities exist in access to and inclusiveness of financial services. For example, in the U.S., younger, Black, and Latinx individuals are less likely to have a banking relationship (FDIC, 2017), and more likely to a have limited or insufficient set of credit history information such that access to credit is inhibited (Brevoort, Grimm, and Kambara, 2015); Black and Latinx

23Ali et al. (2019) subsequently verified the Lambrecht and Tucker finding by running a series of advertisements on Facebook and varying the maximum bid amount. The share of women shown the ad rose with the daily ad budget.
24 Employment ads for lumberjacks were delivered primarily to white men, whereas black women were more likely to see employment ads for janitor positions.
individuals are more likely to have their mortgage applications rejected (Dietrich, Liu, Skhirtladze, Davies, Jo, and Candilis, 2019). Technology can reduce disparities in financial access and inclusion, such as through new modes of financial service delivery.\textsuperscript{25} It can also increase these disparities, such as when more privileged households are more likely to benefit from new technology.\textsuperscript{26} The common perception (although untested and unclear) is that on net, technology reduces disparities by expanding access.

Yet the impact on disparities is not equivalent to the impact on discrimination. Instead, each new innovation hits the market with the possibility that even if the innovation reduces disparities, it must be provided without any of the forms of discrimination discussed in this chapter. This can be a tall order, given the complex issues discussed in this chapter, and reaching those previously excluded from markets can be costly.

This creates a bit of an ironic outcome. Ex ante, discrimination may have caused disparities in access to financial services for some groups. However, innovators cannot simply use technology tools that remedy disparities without considering whether those tools discriminate against some groups. Regulators are keenly aware of this issue, and are increasingly providing support to help firms understand the fair-lending implications of their innovations. For example, the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) in the United Kingdom and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency in the United States have introduced offices of innovation. The FCA and the CFPB have created “sandboxes” that allow companies to obtain regulatory relief for a limited period of time while the companies test financial innovations.

\textsuperscript{25} The widespread adoption of smartphones has increased access to financial services for individuals who live in communities underserved by traditional financial institutions. In the U.S, where 80 percent of adults own a mobile phone, the share of individuals owning a mobile phone does not vary by race (Pew Research Center, 2019), implying that innovations in mobile financial services have the potential to reach all racial groups equally. In 2016, U.S. regulators acknowledged the importance of access to technology for financial inclusion when they finalized rules that included “improving broadband access” as among the activities that might count toward a bank’s assessment under the Community Reinvestment Act. (See https://www.ffiec.gov/cra/pdf/2016_QA_Federal_Register_Notice.pdf.)

\textsuperscript{26} In the U.S., borrowers from peer-to-peer lenders appear to be more affluent than borrowers overall (Morse, 2015; DiMaggio and Yao, 2019). Likewise, mortgage borrowers who obtain their loans from FinTech firms tend to be more educated than mortgage borrowers overall (Fuster, Plosser, Schnabl, and Vickery, 2019). Dettling, Goodman, and Smith (2018) find that the spread of broadband technology led to students performing better on the SAT and applying to more colleges, presumably because broadband reduced the effort and informational costs of college applications. However, the effects were strongest for students from families of higher socioeconomic status, “suggesting that the technology may have increased pre-existing inequalities.”
The companies typically supply data in exchange and are monitored closely during the test period. In the United Kingdom, initial data suggests that the FCA’s Innovate program has reduced the time it takes for innovations to reach the market (Financial Conduct Authority, 2019).

VI. Conclusion
The punchline of our analysis is that technological innovation has changed the way that discrimination manifests itself in financial services markets, with an ambiguous effect on the overall level of discrimination going forward.

The fact that technology has changed the manifestation of discrimination may not be a surprise. Yet once one starts to amalgamate all the channels of removing discretionary discrimination and increasing access to financial services while potentially introducing new discrimination through algorithmic process and human involvement in data and coding, the landscape shift becomes profound. Taste-based discrimination surely is less of a factor when decision-making in financial services markets is guided by algorithms rather than humans. However, opaque and complex algorithms drawing upon thousands of variables are increasingly governing how the creditworthiness of consumers is assessed, which advertisements consumers see, and which prices they are quoted. These processes have the potential to engender significant illegal statistical discrimination.

Regulation is evolving with technology, leading to the regulatory frontlines that we draw out in this chapter. Policymakers, regulators, and the courts must figure out how to modify the existing fair-lending (and other equality law) infrastructure to a world where bias is embedded in data sets and the inner workings of algorithms. They must consider whether the traditional input-based framework for detecting and policing discrimination can be adapted to a world where the inputs have become so complex. They must judge when a variable is correlated enough with a protected class to be discriminatory itself, a task made more complicated by the sheer number of variables under consideration in algorithmic decision-making. And these decision-makers must also discern how the existing laws interact with new laws, such as the GDPR and other data privacy laws, as well as with public accommodation laws that have not historically been used to police
discrimination in online spaces. The implications of these laws for technological innovation by financial services firms is undetermined as of the writing of this chapter.

Ideally, these momentous decisions would be aided and influenced by economic and policy research. We are concerned, though, that an inadequate amount of research will be produced that focuses on the welfare perspective of consumers of financial services. In our preparation of this manuscript, the imbalance away from such studies was evident. Because the algorithms are complex and the datasets are proprietary, much research, by necessity, is conducted in partnership with technology companies. This research is valuable, but the imbedded incentive structure will likely result in research that focuses more on the questions of interest to companies than to consumers.

We end finally on a positive note. The technological transformation of financial services is making enormous inroads into improving choices, competition, and access for millions of people. And although we indeed conclude with the surprising thought that this technological transformation may do the opposite of leveling the playing field, this outcome is not set in stone. The choices made in the next few years will influence whether discrimination is a pervasive feature in the markets for financial services or not, and whether technological innovation results in these markets becoming more fragmented or more inclusive. The goal of our chapter is to bring these fault lines forward to improve the chances of reaching the inclusive outcome.
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